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Dave Dolata

Making Cents Out of Fretting Ratios and Vice Versa

This article provides instructions for transferring fret positions from one instrument ro
another, generating fretting ratios from cents, and cents from fretting ratios with both a
calculator and a spreadsheet, each of which has its advantages. For isolated calculations on
the fly, a calculator does just fine, but you can also creare a spreadsheet that will generate the
precise theoretical fret position on your particular instrument for any cent amount. Initially,
this takes a little more time and effort to set up, but once it's done, it's done, and you'll be
able to find each cent amount's corresponding fret position and vice versa by simply
checking your list. This approach is best if you ,t irrt yo, might be spending any significant
amount of experimenting with temperaments on your instrument. If you have several
instruments, you can include multiple worksheets within the same documenr, each one
providing fret locations corresponding to cents for the string length of each instrumenr.
Once you've created the first worksheet, it only a matter of cutting, pasting, and changing
the string length in the formula.
Transferring Fretting Ratios from One Instrumenr to Another
Fretting ratios give you the ability to transfer one instrument's fretboard pattern to
that of another instrument whose vibrating length differs from the first. For instance,
following this method, you can try out the Rose bandora (or orpharion) temperamenr on
your lute or viol. Once you have the model instrument's fretting rarios, i.e., the distance
between the nut and the fret divided by the vibrating length, by following the directions
below, it is an easy matter to reproduce the approximate fret positions of that instrument on
.l/_r
your instrument.' -fhis gives you the abiliry to quickly approximate what that instrument's
temperament would sound like on your own instrument.
Here's how it works. The vibrating length of the Rose is 599.1mm. Ler,s say your
instrument is 62.5cm. First, you need to make sure that you're thinking in the same
measurement unit, so convert one or the other. Since we've been using mm. for the Rose,
let's convert the 62.5cm. into 625mm. This may seem painfully obvious ro you, but it is very
easy to make such an error that can give you a false result. The 1" fret on the Rose is
35mm.
from the nut, so its fretting ratio is 0.0584209 (35 * 599.1)., Simply multiply your string
length by that number to derive the position of your first fret: 625 xo.o5}42o9 to yield a
1

The vibrating length of a string is always slightly shorter by about 1mm. than the distance
between the nut and the bridge on instruments where the string is tied on at the bridge
because the effective vibrating length is actually from the leading edge of the knot's loop.

Lawrence D. Brown,4.
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Note that fretting ratios are sometimes given in terms of the distance from the saddle. In
this case the fretting ratio would be .941579 [599.1 - 35 = 564.1.564.7 + 599.7 = .g4117g).

fret position of 36.5mm. And so on. Remember that the degree of sharpening on the Rose
and your instrument probably differ so you may not get precisely the same interval at the 1"
fret as on the Rose, but it will be close enough for most any practical purpose. In this way,
you can transfer the fretboard pattern of any instrument ro yours provided you have that
instrument's fret locations.3
Keep in mind, however, that fretting ratios cannot accounr for sharpening, which
wiil invariably nudge any theoretical fret position slightly toward the nut depending on the
combination of physical factors in play such as atmosphere; string material, density,
diameter, and tension; condition of your frets, and acrion. You should therefore follow the
advice of Mildn, Dowland, and countless others to check the fret positions by ear. For
instance, the fretting ratio for an octave, i.e., 1200c. is.5. So, theoretically, the 12']'fret
should be located at exactly half the string's vibrating length, but in reality the l2'r'fret must
be positioned slightly closer to the nut to compensate for sharpening. My B-c Renaissance
lute has a string length of 58.5cm., yer my l2'h fr* is positioncd 1-2mm. closer ro the nut
than the theoretical 29.25cm. suggests it should be, resulting in the production of a perfectly
pure octave at my 12'h fret.
Now you have the ability to transfer the unique fretting partern of another
instrument to your own. But what if you want to create a cents chart from a particular
fretting arrangement so that you can consider the temperament's characteristics in standard
analytical terms? \X/hat if, on the other hand, you have only a cents chart whether it's from
another fretted instrument, a keyboard, or a temperament you've read about? How do you
transfer that information to your fretboard so you can hear how the temperament sounds?
The Generation of cents from Fretting Ratios with a calculator
\7ith the following instructions, you can creare an instrument's rheoretical cents
chart from its fretting ratios. \7hile apps such Cleartune and Pitchlab come equipped with
standard temperaments, you won't find that of the Palmer orpharion or your harpsichordist's
special empirical model there. To perform these calcularions you will need a scientific
calculator. If you do not have one, there are many available online, and most smart phones
come with one. To access your iPhone's scientific calculator, for instance, simply go to the
pre-installed calculator app and rotate you iPhone 90" to the left so thar it is in landscape
rather than porrrair view.
The formula for determining the cents that a particular fretting rario represents is
cents = -1200 x log (1-fretting ratio)llog2.a Don't worry about the logarithms; the
caiculator makes it easy. Rewritten to accommodate calculator syntax, the equation can be
3

Several written sources provide fretting ratios of standard temperaments, for example,
Dolata, "Lute Tuning with Meantone Temperaments," 14-15; Damiani, 192;Dfffin,

"Tuning," 559 and "Tuning and Temperament," 244.
+

My thanks to David Chatfield for creating this formula and explaining to me some of the
finer points of working with such equations.

with the following precise sequence of keystrokes: (l-fretting ratio) log * 2 log x
120A +l-=, where the +/- is the plus/minus key.t Let's say that you wanr ro determine the
cents that a fret 11.6cm. from the nut on a 58cm. instrument represents. The fretting ratio is
0.2 (11.5 + 5B). Table 1 provides the keystrokes in the left column and the results of those
expressed

keystrokes in the right column:

Table 1. Calculator Keystrokes to Derive Cents from Fretting Ratio of a Fret 11.6cm. from
the Nut on a 58cm. Instrument
(1-.2)
.B
log

-0.0969 1 00 1 3008056

* 2log
x 1200 +l-

0.301029995563981
=

385.3137 138648347 c.

You arrive at the correct 386c., a very nice number indeed. Remember, however, that the
precise audible cent amount could be ever so slightly higher than 386c. because of
sharpening. To become comfortable with the calculation, I encourage you to rry to
determine the cents for several different fret locations. From this, you can see that it's a
simple task to determine the rest of the frets' cents.
The Generation of Fretting Ratios from Cents with a Calculator
Converting cents into fretting ratios is just as easy, but more useful because in mosr
instances, you will already have a cents chart that you'll want ro convert into fretting ratios so
that you can apply the temperament in question to your own instrument.
The formula for converting cents into fretting ratios is as follows: fretting ratio = 1 2Gcemstt200).6 Once you have calculated the ratio, you simply multiply it by your instrumenr's
string length to generate the theoreticai distance between the nut and the fret. For the
equation to work on your calcuiator, you must precisely enter th€ following sequence of
keystrokes: I - (2 3/ (cents + 1200 +l-)) =, where the +/- is the plus/minus key. This
equation produces the fretting ratio. Multiply that number by your string length to
determine the distance between the nut and your fret. Note that the subtraction of the
product of the equation 2(-ccns/1200)from one results in the distance between the fret and nut
rather than the fret and saddle.
Let's go through it with real numbers to see how it works. Let's say you want ro
determine where you wouid place a fret to produce a pure major third (386c.) above the

s

In all these equations, the left and right parentheses are individual keystrokes even when
two of the same kind appear one after the other.
6

Segerman, Abbott, and Spencer, p.32. This article also includes a chart that lists

ratios for every cent amount up to an octave.

fretting

open string on a lute or viol

with a vibrating string length of 58cm. Table 2 provides

the

keystrokes in the left column and the results of those keystrokes in the right column:

Table 2. calculator Keystrokes to Derive Fretting Ratio from 385 cents
(386 * 1200 +/-)
1 - (2
-.321,566666566567

I

.8001449797 22683
.199855020277362

)

The fretting ratio of .199855020277362 yields a theoretical frer position for a pure major
third on an instrument with a vibrating length of 58cm. of ll59l59ll76Oi69icm. from
the nut. This as, you'li discover, is your 4'r' fret. Rounding is obviously necessary to measure
the iocation of your fret; the audible difference berween ll.59l59ll760}69icm. and 11.59
or 11.6cm. on a 5Bcm. instrument is negligible even if ir were visibly measurable. Also, keep
in mind that to account for sharpening, the fret should be nudged a riny bit toward the nut
to produce the desired interval. It's very easy to inadvertently punch an incorrect key, so it
may take you a couple of times to reproduce these results. You might try the equation with a
variety of cents amounts; it's instructive to see where your frets actually lie in relation to their
theoretical placement.
Checking the frets' locations by ear is not as daunting as it sounds, as it were,
keep a few principles in mind:

1.

if you

It

is likely that you'll have to nudge the fret toward the nut by an increasingly
greater amounr as the frets progress from the 1,, to l2,h frets, to account for the
increased compensation required to counteract sharpening as you mor.e toward
the 12'l'fret. For example, the 1" fret will requirr-: little or no compensation,
whereas as the 12'h fret will require more.
2. Instruments with higher action require more sharpening compensation than do
instruments with lower action. For instance, in the example cited above, my B-c
has very low acrion, and therefore requires very little compensation.
3. Stiffer strings require more compensation. All other things being equal, for
example, wire strings require more compensation than do nylon.
4' Thicker strings require more compensation than do thinner strings. This is why
eYen at frets where all the notes produce either a mi or a
fa or even equally
tempered intewals, the fret must sometimes be slanted slightly toward the bass to
lengthen the string at that fret so that the note does nor sound too sharp.
tworn gut frets require more
5.
compensation than do new frets.
Remember that to comPensate for sharpening, frets are always nudged from their theoretical
position toward the nut, never away from it. Of course, any combination of the above

conditions can pertain

to any

given instrument.

In

regular sysrems such as equal
all unisons and octaves
fa frets. As always, check

temPerament, Pythagorean tuning, and meantone temperaments,
should match, keeping in mind the distinction berween mi and

chords

in a variery of tonal

areas. Irregular systems

on fretted instruments are much more
difficult because of the variability in the sizes of intervals, e.g., fifths, semitones, and thirds of
several different widths. \X/ith utilitarian temperamenrs such as those found on rhe Palmer
and Rose, the width of the same nominal interval, G.-D, for instance, can differ from
location to location. Remind yourself that irregular temperamenrs are created to work well in
certain tonal areas at the expense of others. Knowing the paramerers can help you to
intellectually verify what you are or are not hearing.
Cents/ Fretting Ratios and Cents/Fret Locarion Spreadsheet
\7ith minimal spreadsheet skills, you can create a spreadsheer rhat generares rwo
columns, Column A that lists cents, and Column B that lists the corresponding fretting
ratio. First you must populate Column A with numbers from 1-1200 (or more if you
prefer). Simply enter 1 into Cell ,A.1 and fill down by dragging the cell's lower right hand
handle down to 41200. In the pop-up Auto Fill Options menu select "Fill Series," which
will change A1-A1200 from all 1s to 1-1200. The more decimal points you add to Column
A, the more precise will be your corresponding column of fretting ratios.T

In cell B1, type in the formula: =(1-2^(-,4.1l12OO)). Fill down to 81200. you will
now have two columns with corresponding cents and fretting ratios that should look like
Illustration 1. This will provide you a general reference tool that matches the corresponding
with their fretting ratios and vice versa to the level of specificiry you've determined by
your choice of decimal places in Column A. To find a particular cenr's frer location, you
must still multiply its corresponding fretting ratio by the instrumenr's vibrating length.
cents

\7ith just a little more effort,

however, you can modi$, your spreadsheet so that
Column B yields not fretting ratios, but rather fret locations cusromized to the vibrating
length of your instrument. You can add as many worksheets as you have instrumenrs to the

by clicking the + tab at the bottom. Once you are in the new worksheet
within the same document, simply cut and paste A'1-1200 and B1-1200 from the first sheet
and modify the formula in Bi to calculate the fret locations on your instrumenr as follows:
=(1-2^(-4111200)) x string length. To continue using the above example, for a 53cm.
vibrating length, the formula should read =(l-2^(-A1/1200))*58.8 Now instead of fretting
ratios, Column B is populated with actual fret distances from the nut on your instrumenr
corresponding to each number of cents. It should look like Illustration 2.You can, of course,
also reduce the number of decimal places Column B shows. Your document now provides
same document

z

You can also create a column that expresses cents to one or more decimal points
depending on how precise you desire the figures to be. Your series could begin .1, .2., .3, etc.
up to 1200.0 and even beyond ifyou prefer.
a

If you wanted your results to be displayed in millimeters, instead of "58" you would enter
"580."

you with a general cents/fretting ratio spreadsheet and a second cents/fret locations
spreadsheet for your 58cm. instrument. The advantage with this extra step, of course, is
that
with either the cents or fret location in hand, you can now easily look up its counterpart
without ever having to do any math again.

Illustration 1. Cents/Fretting Ratios Worksheet
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lllustration 2. 58cm. Insrrument Cents/Fret Locations
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